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Abstract
Weighted bipolar argumentation frameworks allow modeling
decision problems and online discussions by defining argu-
ments and their relationships. The strength of arguments
can be computed based on an initial weight and the strength
of attacking and supporting arguments. While previous ap-
proaches assumed an acyclic argumentation graph and suc-
cessively set arguments’ strength based on the strength of
their parents, recently continuous dynamical systems have
been proposed as an alternative. Continuous models update
arguments’ strength simultaneously and continuously. While
there are currently no analytical guarantees for convergence
in general graphs, experiments show that continuous models
can converge quickly in large cyclic graphs with thousands
of arguments. Here, we focus on the high-level ideas of this
approach and explain key results and applications. We also
introduce Attractor, a Java library that can be used to solve
weighted bipolar argumentation problems. Attractor contains
implementations of several discrete and continuous models
and numerical algorithms to compute solutions. It also pro-
vides base classes that can be used to implement, to evaluate
and to compare continuous models easily.
1 Introduction
Abstract argumentation (Dung 1995) studies the accept-
ability of arguments based purely on their relationships
and abstracted from their content. The basic framework
has a two-valued semantics and allows only defining ar-
guments and an attack relation between them. This basic
setting has been extended in different directions. For ex-
ample, bipolar argumentation frameworks (Amgoud, Cay-
rol, and Lagasquie-Schiex 2004; Oren and Norman 2008;
Cayrol and Lagasquie-Schiex 2013; Polberg and Oren 2014)
take account of the fact that arguments cannot only attack
each other and add a support relation. A survey of different
approaches can be found in (Cohen et al. 2014). The clas-
sical two-valued semantics that distinguishes only between
acceptance and rejection of arguments has been extended
in various ways. Examples include probabilistic semantics
(Thimm 2012; Hunter 2013; Hunter and Potyka 2017) and
ranking semantics that can be based on fixed point equations
(Besnard and Hunter 2001; Leite and Martins 2011; Correia,
Cruz, and Leite 2014; Barringer, Gabbay, and Woods 2012)
or the graph structure (Cayrol and Lagasquie-Schiex 2005;
Amgoud and Ben-Naim 2013). Other recent extensions in-
clude recursive attacks on attacks (Baroni et al. 2011) and
the temporal availability of arguments (Buda´n et al. 2015).
Our focus here is on weighted bipolar argumentation
frameworks that allow defining attack and support rela-
tionships and an initial weight for arguments (Baroni et
al. 2015; Rago et al. 2016; Amgoud and Ben-Naim 2017;
Mossakowski and Neuhaus 2018). A strength value is com-
puted for every argument based on its initial weight and the
strength of its attackers and supporters. Examples for com-
putational models include the QuAD algorithm from (Ba-
roni et al. 2015) that was designed to evaluate the strength
of answers in decision-support systems. Soon after, the
DF-QuAD algorithm (Rago et al. 2016) was proposed as
an alternative, which avoids discontinuous behaviour of the
QuAD algorithm that can be undesirable in some applica-
tions. Some additional interesting guarantees are given by
the Euler-based semantics introduced in (Amgoud and Ben-
Naim 2017). The QuAD algorithms mainly lack these prop-
erties due to the fact that their aggregated strength values
saturate. That is, as soon, as an attacker (supporter) with
strength 1 exists, the other attackers (supporters) become ir-
relevant for the aggregated value. However, while the Euler-
based semantics avoids these problems, it has some other
drawbacks that may be undesirable. Arguments initialized
with strength 0 or 1 remain necessarily unchanged under
Euler-based semantics and the impact of attacks and sup-
ports is non-symmetrical. The quadratic energy model in-
troduced in (Potyka 2018a) avoids these problems. In par-
ticular, while the previous approaches are discrete in nature,
the quadratic energy model is a continuous model. Discrete
models often assume that the argumentation graph is acyclic,
so that the strength of arguments can be computed succes-
sively according to a topological ordering. Continuous mod-
els change arguments’ strength continuously and simultane-
ously. They can be naturally applied to cyclic graphs, but
convergence in general remains an open question.
More formally, continuous models correspond to n-
dimensional functions f(t) mapping continuous points in
time to n-dimensional state vectors whose i-th component
represents the strength of the i-th argument at time t. The
initial state f(0) is given by the initial weights and a sys-
tem of differential equations describes how the strength val-
ues evolve as time progresses. This approach, in particu-
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lar, allows plotting the evolution of strength values in or-
der to better understand the final strength values of the limit
s = limt→∞ f(t) or to inspect the convergence behaviour
visually. Even though convergence in general graphs is an
open question, so far no diverging example has been found
and tests with large randomly generated bipolar graphs show
that the strength values converge in many cases.
In this tutorial paper, we will review some ideas and re-
sults from (Potyka 2018a) with a stronger focus on the high-
level ideas. The goal of this paper is, in particular, to demon-
strate how results can be applied to
1. solve weighted bipolar argumentation problems with con-
tinuous models,
2. transform existing discrete models to well-defined contin-
uous models.
We also introduce Attractor, a Java library that provides ba-
sic implementations of the ideas discussed here and in (Po-
tyka 2018a). The main goals of Attractor are to
1. simplify applying continuous models to weighted bipolar
argumentation problems,
2. to improve reproducibility of the results in (Potyka
2018a),
3. to simplify implementing new continuous models and
4. to simplify comparing different models.
These goals are achieved by providing
1. implementations of some continuous models and the ran-
dom generator introduced in (Potyka 2018a),
2. implementations of base classes that solve initial value
problems with basic and advanced methods,
3. implementations of utility classes for benchmarking, plot-
ting and working with benchmark files.
We will start with an introduction to dynamical systems and
the quadratic energy model from (Potyka 2018a) in Section
2. In Section 3, we will discuss the problem of computing
solutions and explain some important algorithms. Section 4
contains some additional information on convergence guar-
antees and open questions and discusses the computational
complexity of the continuous approach. In Section 5, we
explain how discrete models can be transformed to continu-
ous models. Finally, Section 6 explains how the previously
discussed ideas can be put into practice using Attractor.
2 Dynamical Systems and The Quadratic
Energy Model
Roughly speaking, a dynamical system describes the evolu-
tion of a natural or technical system over time. If time is dis-
cretized, the system is called discrete, otherwise it is called
continuous. Formally, we describe the state of the system at
time t by a function s(t). The state is usually given as a real
vector and a system of differential equations describes how
the system evolves dependent on the current state.
In the context of weighted argumentation, a state vector
contains one component for every argument that can take
Figure 1: Illustration of dynamical system.
a strength value between 0 and 1. The strength of argu-
ments should evolve based on the initial weight, and the cur-
rent strength of attackers and supporters. Before describing
this approach in more detail, we define weighted bipolar ar-
gumentation graphs (BAGs) as introduced in (Amgoud and
Ben-Naim 2017).
Definition 1 (BAG). A BAG is a quadruple A =
(A,w,R,S), whereA is a finite set of arguments, w : A →
[0, 1] is a weight function and R and S are binary relations
on A called attack and support.
In order to simplify notation, we assume that the i-th ar-
gument is called i, that is, A = {1, . . . , n}. The weight
function w defines an initial strength value between 0 and 1
for each argument. If aRb (aSb), we say that a attacks (sup-
ports) b. We let Atti = {h ∈ A | hRi} denote i’s attackers
and let Supi = {h ∈ A | hSi} denote i’s supporters.
We can now describe our dynamical system more pre-
cisely. A state is a vector s ∈ Rn whose i-th component si
is the strength of argument i. Our state model is a function
s : R+0 → Rn that maps non-negative time points to strength
vectors. That is, si(t) is the strength of argument i at time
t. Initially, the strength of an argument should correspond to
its initial weight, that is, we let si(0) = w(i). The evolution
of the system should be based on three considerations:
1. Strength values are attracted by their initial weight.
2. Attackers force the strength value towards 0 proportion-
ally to their strength.
3. Supporters force the strength value towards 1 proportion-
ally to their strength.
Intuitively, there are three forces acting on the strength of
each argument as illustrated in Figure 1. In this physical
metaphor, attackers push the strength towards 0, while the
supporters push the strength towards 1. Gravity pulls the
strength back to its initial weight.
This intuition can be modeled by a system of differential
equations. If this system is designed carefully, it uniquely
defines a model sA : R+0 → Rn for every BAG A. We are
then interested in the long-term behaviour of the model. In-
tuitively, we expect the forces to counteract until the strength
reaches an equilibrium state where all forces are in bal-
ance. More formally, if the model converges to a state
s∗ = limt→∞ s(t) as time progresses, we call s∗ the equi-
librium state reached by the model.
The quadratic energy model introduced in (Potyka 2018a)
is defined as follows.
Definition 2 (The Quadratic Energy Model). Let A be a
BAG. For all j ∈ A, the energy at j is defined as
Ej =
∑
i∈Supj
si −
∑
i∈Attj
si
and for all x ∈ R, the impact of x is defined as
h(x) =
max{x, 0}2
1 + max{x, 0}2 .
The quadratic energy model σA : R+0 → Rn for A is the
unique solution of the system of differential equations
dsj
dt
= w(j)− sj + (1− w(j)) · h(Ej)
− w(j) · h(−Ej), j ∈ A (1)
with initial conditions sj(0) = w(j).
Intuitively, dsjdt (t) describes the momentary change of sj
at time t. If dsjdt (t) > 0, the strength will increase, if
dsj
dt (t) < 0, the strength will decrease and if
dsj
dt (t) = 0
the strength will remain in its current state. The definition
uses two auxiliary functions. The energy Ej at argument j
aggregates the strength of attackers and supporters in a lin-
ear fashion. This notion of energy has been first defined for
the Euler-based restricted semantics in (Amgoud and Ben-
Naim 2017). The energy is then fed into the impact function
h that is 0 for all negative arguments and then strictly in-
creases, but is bounded from above by 1. The definition of
dsj
dt can be divided into three parts that correspond to our
three considerations above.
1. The difference w(j) − sj draws the strength of an ar-
gument to its initial weight. Notice that if w(j) > sj
(w(j) < sj), this term is positive (negative) and tends to
increase (decrease) j’s strength.
2. The term−w(j) ·h(−Ej) moves the strength towards 0 if
the negative force of attackers is stronger than the positive
force of supporters.
3. Dually, the term (1 − w(j)) · h(Ej) moves the strength
towards 1 if the positive force of supporters is stronger
than the negative force of attackers.
As shown in (Potyka 2018a), the quadratic energy model is
well-defined. That is, the system has a unique solution σA
by means of which we can simulate the evolution of strength
values over time. If σA reaches an equilibrium state, the fi-
nal strength values at every argument are completely deter-
mined by the energy at this state as explained in the follow-
ing proposition.
Proposition 1 (Strength in Equilibrium (Potyka 2018a)). If
the limit s∗ = limt→∞ σA(t) exists, then we have
s∗j =

w(j) if Ej = 0
w(j) + (1− w(j)) · h(Ej) if Ej > 0
w(j)− w(j) · h(−Ej). if Ej < 0
(2)
Equation 2 shows, in particular, that the strength will be
the initial weight if the energy is 0 and otherwise will go
to 1 (0) as the energy goes to ∞ (−∞). The quadratic
energy model satifies a collection of postulates proposed
in (Amgoud and Ben-Naim 2017). These postulates range
from very general properties like Anonymity (strength val-
ues do not depend on the identity of the argument) and In-
dependence (arguments are independent of disconnected ar-
guments) to properties tailor-made for weighted bipolar ar-
gumentation frameworks that guarantee that attacks, sup-
ports and initial weights have the intended meaning. An
interesting property that distinguishes weighted argumen-
tation frameworks from some other numerical argumenta-
tion frameworks is Directionality, which guarantees that ar-
guments influence other arguments only in direction of the
edges. This property distinguishes weighted argumentation
approaches from probabilistic approaches that usually cause
influence in both directions due to the nature of probabil-
ity theory. Please see (Amgoud and Ben-Naim 2017) and
(Potyka 2018a) for a more thorough discussion of the prop-
erties.
In the following example, we illustrate the quadratic en-
ergy model by means of a small decision problem.
Example 1. Suppose we want to decide whether to buy or to
sell stocks of an electronics company. We base our decision
on information given by different experts:
1: The development of the new phone was too expensive.
Therefore, the company has to cut down research and de-
velopment and will not stay competitive in the future.
2: The company’s new phone is innovative and will increase
the company’s profit considerably.
3: The price of the new phone is too high and there will not
be too many sales.
4: There is a large number of preorders of the new phone
already.
5: The company’s investment in research and development
is far beyond competitors’ investment and the company is
likely to become the market leader in the future.
Initially, we do not have a preference for buying or selling
stocks and set both initial weights to 0.5. In order to weigh
the expert opinions, we could use historical information
about how frequently the expert’s assessment was true or
false. If there were t true and f false assessments, we could
set the initial weight to tt+f . In order to incorporate argu-
ments of new experts and to set an initial bias for the weight,
we could add pseudocounts to t and f . That is, we set the
initial weight to t+t
′
t+t′+f+f ′ , where t
′, f ′ ∈ N are pseudo-
counts that encode an initial bias. If t′ = f ′, our initial
weight is 0.5 when no historical information is available.
Setting t′ > f ′ (t′ < f ′), the weight will initially be greater
(smaller) than 0.5. The larger t′ + f ′ is, the more data is
needed to deviate from the bias. For instance, if t = 5,
f = 2, then we have the weight 5+15+1+2+1 ≈ 0.66 for pseu-
docounts t′ = f ′ = 1, whereas we have 5+105+10+2+10 ≈ 0.55
for pseudocounts t′ = f ′ = 10. Figure 2 shows a BAG for
our problem along with initial weights and the final strength
values under the quadratic energy model. One advantage of
a continuous model is that we can illustrate the evolution of
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Figure 2: BAG for stock examples. Nodes show (initial
weight, final strength) under quadratic energy model.
Figure 3: Long-term behaviour of σA for BAG in Figure 2.
the strength values by drawing function graphs for selected
arguments over time. This makes it easier to explain the final
strength values. Recall that a state in our dynamical system
contains a strength value for every argument. Our exam-
ple is sufficiently small to draw all function graphs simulta-
neously without making the picture too messy. The graphs
are shown in Figure 3. For example, the blue graph start-
ing from 0.5 shows the evolution of the strength of the sell-
argument. Initially, its strength slightly increases due to the
support by argument 1 (the blue graph starting from 0.8).
However, argument 1 becomes gradually weaker due to its
attackers. At about time 0.5, the attacking buy-argument be-
comes as strong as argument 1 (the blue and yellow graphs
intersect) and the strength of the selling-argument starts de-
creasing. It actually starts decreasing slightly before that
because it is also drawn to its initial weight 0.5.
3 Numerical Computation of Solutions
Even though we know that the quadratic energy model σA is
well-defined for every BAG, we usually cannot solve for σA
analytically. This is the case for most nonlinear dynamical
systems, but is not a heavy drawback in practice since the
solution can be approximated numerically.
The intuitive idea is best illustrated by Euler’s method,
which is a simple algorithm to perform this approximation.
Recall that dsjdt (t) describes the momentary change of sj at
time t. Hence, if we know sj(t), we can approximate sj(t+
EulerApproximation(A, δ, ):
t← 0
for i ∈ A:
si ← w(i)
while ‖dsdt ‖∞ > :
for i ∈ A:
s′i ← si + δ · dsidt
s← s′
return s
Figure 4: Euler’s method for approximating the energy
model σA given a BAG A = (A,w,R,S), step size δ and
convergence threshold .
δ) by letting sˆj(t + δ) = sj(t) + δ · dsjdt (t). Formally, this
approach is justified by the fact that differentiable functions
can be approximated locally by the derivative. In particular,
as we let the step size δ go to 0, the approximation error
|sˆj(t+ δ)− sj(t+ δ)| goes to 0 as well.
In the context of weighted bipolar argumentation, we can
initialize all strength values with the initial weights. This
gives us s(0) and we can compute dsjdt (0) according to
Definition 2. We can then approximate σA(δ) by letting
sˆ(δ) = s(0) + δ · dsdt (0). Given our approximation sˆ(δ),
we can compute dsˆdt (δ) and sˆ(2 · δ) ≈ sˆ(δ)+ δ · dsˆdt (δ). Con-
tinuing in this way, we can compute sˆ(n · δ) for arbitrary
n ∈ N. Hopefully, the strength values will eventually con-
verge. This is the case if and only if the derivative dsˆdt (t)
goes to 0. Therefore, a simple termination condition is to
demand that dsˆidt (t) ≤  for all i ∈ A and some small  > 0.
Formally, this corresponds to demanding that the maximum
norm of dsˆdt (t) is smaller than , denoted as ‖dsˆdt ‖∞ ≤ . The
complete algorithm is shown in Figure 4.
While Euler’s method is easy to understand and to imple-
ment, it does not give very strong approximation guarantees.
A better alternative that is frequently used is the family of
Runge-Kutta methods. The most prominent member is the
classical Runge-Kutta method RK4 that guarantees an ap-
proximation error in the order of O(δ4). In practice, this
means that if we halve the step size δ (double the number of
iterations), we usually decrease the approximation error by
a factor of 16 (Polyanin and Zaitsev 2017). Since the deriva-
tives of the quadratic energy model can never become larger
than 1, using RK4 with constant step size 0.01 should be
safe. If we want to make sure that the step size is sufficiently
small, we can run the algorithm until termination and then
repeat with a smaller step size like 0.005 and check that the
final values remain unchanged up to the desired accuracy.
4 Convergence and Complexity
The quadratic energy model σA(t) uniquely defines the evo-
lution of strength values for every BAG A over time. Our
hope is that σA(t) converges to an equilibrium state as
t→∞. This allows us to define strength values by means of
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Figure 5: Cycle(3) graph.
the equilibrium s∗ = limt→∞ σA(t). Unfortunately, conver-
gence of σA(t) for general BAGs with cycles is currently an
open question. One can show convergence for some special
cases. For example, if cycles contain only support relations,
the strength values must be monotonically increasing. They
are also bounded from above by 1 due to the nature of the
differential equations, and so they must eventually converge.
For cycles with only attacks, things are already less straight-
forward because the attraction force of the initial weight may
become stronger than the attacking force as the attackers be-
come weaker. This may let the strength oscillate between
the initial weight and the first lower peak reached. However,
since arguments’ strength can never exceed the initial weight
if there is no support, the amplitude of the oscillations must
eventually go to 0 and the strength values will converge.
If cycles contain both support and attack relations, the
strength values may oscillate more radically. In order to il-
lustrate this, Figure 5 shows a BAG from a family that we
call Cycle(k). Each member contains one argument A with
initial weight 1 that supports k arguments Bi with weight
0. Each Bi in turn supports the same k arguments Ci that
have initial weight 0 as well. Finally, each Ci attacks A.
Figure 5 shows Cycle(3) and figure 6 shows the long-term
behaviour of the quadratic energy model for Cycle(3) at the
top and for Cycle(10) at the bottom. As we may expect,
the oscillations for Cycle(k) take more time as we increase
k. However, the amplitude decreases and the strength val-
ues eventually converge. It is currently unclear if there exist
BAGs where the strength values oscillate for all time. How-
ever, experiments in (Potyka 2018a) with 3,000 randomly
generated BAGs with thousands of nodes and ten thousands
of edges demonstrate that the quadratic energy model con-
verges for many cyclic BAGs.
How can we deal with potential divergence in practice?
Since equilibrium states can usually be computed in sec-
onds, it is pragmatic to set a time limit for the quadratic en-
ergy model. Say, if the model did not converge after 30 sec-
onds, the algorithm stops. Arguments whose strength value
has not converged yet can then be detected automatically be-
cause we must have |dsjdt | >  at such an argument. The evo-
lution of the strength value can then be plotted like in Figure
3 in order to see whether the strength value diverges, oscil-
lates with decreasing amplitude or just converges slowly for
other reasons. In particular, even if the strength diverges, it
may oscillate between meaningful bounds. For example, if
the strength oscillates between 0.8 and 0.9, we could still in-
fer that the argument is rather strong. Of course, this analysis
can also be performed automatically by just storing lower
and upper bounds and monitoring the derivatives (oscilla-
Figure 6: Long-term behaviour of quadratic energy model
for Cycle(3) (top) and Cycle(10) (bottom).
tions occur when the derivative changes signs repeatedly).
However, since no non-convergent example has been found
so far, we do not discuss these issues further here.
Currently, my feeling is that the quadratic energy model
always converges. This assumption is based on the idea that
the strength of every argument will reach a peak at some
point in time. After all arguments have reached their peak,
I assume that the amplitude of oscillations will necessarily
decrease similar to the observation in Figure 6. Intuitively,
the overall energy in the system increases up to one point,
but will necessarily decrease after having reached its peak.
On the bright side, while convergence for cyclic BAGs is
a difficult question, the quadratic energy model is guaran-
teed to converge for arbitrary acyclic BAGs. The equilib-
rium can be computed by numerical methods as discussed
before, but can also be computed by a discrete iteration
scheme in linear time. The key observation is that argu-
ments’ strength depends only on the initial weight and the
strength of their parents (attackers and supporters). By eval-
uating the arguments according to a topological ordering, we
can make sure that the final strength of all parents is known
in advance and we can compute the final strength values for
every argument in a single pass through the graph. This is
basically the same mechanism that is used to compute the
strength values for discrete models for weighted bipolar ar-
gumentation like in (Baroni et al. 2015; Rago et al. 2016;
Amgoud and Ben-Naim 2017). We only present the main
result here and refer to (Potyka 2018a) for more details and
the proof.
Proposition 2 (Equilibria in Acyclic BAGs (Potyka 2018a)).
Let A be an acyclic BAG. Then σA converges and the equi-
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Figure 7: BAG for e-democracy examples. Nodes show (ini-
tial weight, final strength) under quadratic energy model.
librium s∗ = limt→∞ σA(t) can be computed in linear time
by the following procedure:
1. Compute a topological ordering of the arguments.
2. Pick the next argument i in the order and set
si = w(i) + (1− w(i)) · h(Ei)− w(i) · h(−Ei),
where Ei is the energy at i.
3. Repeat step 2 until all strength values have been com-
puted.
Example 2. We illustrate Proposition 2 with an e-
democracy problem from (Rago et al. 2016). The question
is how to spend a portion of a council’s budget. The ar-
guments are divided into decision arguments (prefix A), pro
arguments (prefix P) and contra arguments..
A1: Build a new cycle path.
A2: Repair current infrastructure.
P1: Cyclists complain of dangerous roads.
P2: A path would enhance the councils green image.
P3: Potholes have caused several accidents recently.
C1: Significant disruptions to traffic would occur.
C2: Environmentalists are a fraction of the population.
C3: Recent policies already enhance this green image.
C4: Donors do not see the environment as a priority.
Figure 7 shows the initial weights and final strength val-
ues under the quadratic energy model. Since the authors in
(Rago et al. 2016) considered only subgraphs of this BAG,
I defined additional initial weights for C2, C3, C4. One
topological ordering of the arguments is P1, P3, C1, C2,
C3, C4, P2, A1, A2. Since only P2, A1, A2 have par-
ents, the energy at all other arguments is 0 for all time
and their final strength is just the initial weight. For P2,
the energy is then −0.2 − 0.6 − 0.5 = −1.3 and the final
strength is 0.5 − 0.5 · h(−(−1.3)) ≈ 0.186. The energy
at A1 is approximately 0.7 + 0.186 ≈ 0.886 and the fi-
nal strength is 0.5 + 0.5 · h(0.886) ≈ 0.719. Finally, the
energy at A2 is 0.9 − 0.2 = 0.7 and the final strength is
0.5− 0.5 · h(0.7) ≈ 0.664. The continuous evolution of the
quadratic energy model is shown in Figure 8. Note that it
does indeed converge to the values that we computed.
Even though we currently cannot give convergence guar-
antees for cyclic BAGs, the quadratic energy model uniquely
defines a strength value for every time point t. In particular,
Figure 8: Long-term behaviour of σA for BAG in Figure 7.
we can analyze the runtime for evaluating the quadratic en-
ergy model from time 0 to time T . Using step size δ, this
can be done in time O( (|A|+|R|+|S|)·Tδ ). The cost is basi-
cally composed of the factor O((| A | + | R | + | S |))
for the cost of evaluating the differential equations and the
factor O(Tδ ) for the number of evaluations. While Euler’s
method needs only a single computation of the differential
equations at each time step, more sophisticated methods like
RK4 evaluate the differential equations at several points in
order to improve the approximation. While this increases the
runtime for fixed δ, these methods can usually work with
significantly larger step sizes than Euler’s method and are
therefore more efficient. In our implementation, we let T
grow until ‖dsdt ‖∞ < 10−4. It is reasonable to assume that
the point of convergence T ∗ depends on the size and com-
plexity of cycles. Experiments in (Potyka 2018a) indicate
that the overall runtime is bounded from above quadratically
by the size of the BAG.
5 From Discrete to Continuous Models
Proposition 2 basically tells us that if the BAG is acyclic,
we can transform the continuous quadratic energy model to
a discrete model similar to the ones considered in (Baroni et
al. 2015; Rago et al. 2016; Amgoud and Ben-Naim 2017).
This is interesting from a computational perspective because
it gives us a linear runtime guarantee for acyclic BAGs.
On the other hand, continuous models are computation-
ally interesting because they can improve stability in cyclic
BAGs as we explain at the end of this section. Therefore,
it is natural to ask under what conditions we can transform
discrete models like in (Baroni et al. 2015; Rago et al. 2016;
Amgoud and Ben-Naim 2017) to well-defined continuous
models. A simple sufficient criterion along with some guar-
antees is given in the following result from (Potyka 2018a).
Proposition 3 (Continuizing Iterative Schemes). Consider
an iterative scheme I that defines the strength values for
acyclic BAGs by letting
si = fI(w(i), {sj | j ∈ Atti}, {sj | j ∈ Supi}),
where fI is a function that depends on the initial weight
and the strength of attackers and supporters and the strength
values si are computed in topological order.
1. If fI is continuously differentiable with respect to all in-
volved strength values, then for all BAGs A, the system
dsi
dt
= fI(w(i), {sj | j ∈ Atti}, {sj | j ∈ Supi})− si
with initial conditions si(0) = w(i) for i = 1, . . . , n has
a unique solution σAI : R
+
0 → Rn.
2. If σAI reaches an equilibrium state s
∗ = limt→∞ σAI(t),
then s∗i = fI(w(i), {s∗j | j ∈ Atti}, {s∗j | j ∈ Supi}).
3. σAI reaches an equilibrium state whenever A is acyclic.
Item 1 explains how to transform the definition of a dis-
crete iteration scheme to a system of differential equations
and gives a sufficient condition under which the system has
a unique solution. We can then use this solution similar to
the quadratic energy model as we will illustrate soon.
Item 2 guarantees that if the model reaches an equilibrium
state, this state is a fixed point of the discrete update function
fI . This implies, in particular, that if the BAG is acyclic,
then the continuized model agrees with the discrete model.
Item 3 states that the continuized model is again guaran-
teed to convergence for acyclic graphs.
Continuizing Discrete Models
Let us now illustrate Proposition 3 by means of the Euler-
based restricted semantics that was introduced in (Amgoud
and Ben-Naim 2017). As explained before, the Euler-based
restricted semantics used the energy Ei =
∑
i∈Sup si −∑
i∈Att si before. Given an acyclic BAG, the weights for
every argument are then set in topological order by letting
si = 1− 1− w(i)
2
1 + w(i) · exp(Ei) . (3)
That is, fI(w(i), {sj | j ∈ Atti}, {sj | j ∈ Supi}) =
1 − 1−w(i)21+w(i)·exp(Ei) . In order to apply item 1, we have to
check that fI is continuously differentiable with respect to
all si. Note that Ei is a linear function of the strength values
and therefore continuously differentiable. The exponential
function exp is continuously differentiable as well. There-
fore, fI is defined by combining constant and continuously
differentiable functions and is therefore itself continuously
differentiable (notice, in particular, that the denominator in
the fraction in fI is always greater than 1 because exp is a
positive function). Hence, we can apply Proposition 3.
Item 1 tells us that we obtain the differential equations for
si by subtracting si from fI . Hence, the system that defines
the continuous Euler-based semantics is
dsi
dt
= 1− 1− w(i)
2
1 + w(i) · exp(Ei) − si, i ∈ A. (4)
We can now approximate the solution with Euler’s method
as described in Algorithm 4 or with faster methods like RK4.
Proposition 3 is not always applicable. For example, the
update formula for the DF-QuAD algorithm from (Rago et
al. 2016) is not continuously differentiable. The formula is
also based on some auxiliary functions. We slightly change
the notation in order to make the presentation more homo-
geneous. We define the geometric energy at argument j as
GEj =
∏
i∈Attj
(1− si)−
∏
i∈Supj
(1− si),
where we use the convention that the empty product equals
1. Given an acyclic BAG, the DF-QuAD algorithm sets the
weights for every argument in topological order by letting
si = w(i)+w(i) ·min{GEi, 0}+(1−w(i)) ·max{GEi, 0}.
We have fI(w(i), {sj | j ∈ Atti}, {sj | j ∈ Supi}) =
w(i)+w(i) ·min{GEi, 0}+(1−w(i)) ·max{GEi, 0}. The
derivative of fI is discontinuous at 0-energy states. Hence,
Proposition 3 is not applicable. However, the conditions in
Proposition 3 are sufficient and not necessary. Indeed, one
can show in another way that the system for the continuous
DF-Quad algorithm has a unique solution (Potyka 2018b).
If Proposition 3 is not applicable, we may also modify
the update formula in order to guarantee continuous differ-
entiability. For the DF-Quad algorithm, we could square the
strength values in the geometric energy. When replacing the
geometric energy with the squared geometric energy
SGEj =
∏
i∈Attj
(1− s2i )−
∏
i∈Supj
(1− s2i ),
Proposition 3 is applicable. When using the squared geomet-
ric energy, an argument with strength 1 will have the same
influence as before, but as the strength gets closer to 0 the
influence will get gradually weaker. Implementations of all
continuizations can be found in Attractor that we describe in
the final section of this article.
Continuization and Convergence
To get an intuition for why continuizing a discrete model
may improve the convergence behaviour in cyclic graphs, it
is instructive to look at Euler’s method again. Suppose we
apply Euler’s method with (rather large) step size δ = 1
to the system given in Proposition 3. Then we update each
strength value si with si ← si + 1 · dsidt in every iteration.
Hence, the update is just
si + 1 ·
(
fI(w(i), {sj | j ∈ Atti}, {sj | j ∈ Supi})− si
)
=fI(w(i), {sj | j ∈ Atti}, {sj | j ∈ Supi}).
That is, we just update all strength values simultaneously
with respect to the iterative update formula fI . Hence, ap-
plying the discrete iteration scheme can be seen as a very
coarse approximation of a continuous system. In the pres-
ence of cycles, these coarse steps may lead to divergence
even when the continuous model σAI converges. Intuitively,
this is because a large step size like δ = 1 can let us jump
from the graph of the true solution σAI to the graph of an-
other solution for different initial conditions. By choosing
a smaller step size, we can avoid these jumps and make the
procedure more stable. This is basically what we are doing
when continuizing I.
Figure 9: Reading a BAG from a file in Attractor.
6 The Java Library Attractor
Finally, we will discuss how the previous ideas can be put
into practice using the Java library Attractor. A download
link for the current version is given in the footnote1. The
latest code is available at sourceforge2. Attractor is work in
progress and currently provides only a programming inter-
face. However, in the future, a graphical user interface will
be added. Attractor can be used to
1. compute solutions with existing models,
2. use base classes to implement new models and
3. evaluate continuous models on benchmarks and randomly
generated BAGs.
We will discuss each use case in turn.
Computing Solutions
BAGs can be created either programmatically or, more con-
veniently, by using a file reader. The programming approach
is useful when considering families of BAGs like Cycle(k)
(c.f. Figure 5 and 6). A code example can be found in /At-
tractor/src/examples/NMR2018CycleK.java. In this tutorial,
we will focus on the file approach. Figure 9 shows an exam-
ple file on the left and the code to compute the final strength
values with RK4 and to create a plot similar to Figure 3 on
the right. Files consist of definitions of arguments, attacks
and supports. Argument definitions start with the keyword
arg and are followed by a name and an optional weight. If
no weight is provided in the definition, it is initialized with
0.5 by default. Attack and support definitions start with the
keywords att and sup and are followed by the source and the
target of the edge as usual. The file format is inspired by
the format used in ConArg3 (Bistarelli, Rossi, and Santini
2016), but adds optional weights and support relations. The
file reader in Attractor can also read the current files from
the ConArg benchmarks.
1
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/326677792_
Attractor_v01
2
https://sourceforge.net/projects/attractorproject/
3
http://www.dmi.unipg.it/conarg/
In order to compute a solution, we first have to initialize
a model that is a subclass of the abstract class AbstractDy-
namicArgumentationSystem that we will explain in the next
section. The AbstractDynamicArgumentationSystem refer-
ence ads can also be initialized with implementations of the
continuized Euler-based semantics and DF-Quad algorithm
that we described in Section 5. By default, RK4 is used to
compute solutions. Different algorithms can be selected by
using the method setApproximator. In the example, we se-
lect PlottingRK4, which still uses RK4, but simultaneously
creates a plot for the evolution of the strength values using
JFreeChart4. The utility class BAGFileUtils is used to read
the file and the BAG object is passed to the model. After-
wards, the call of the method approximateSolution starts the
approximation and will plot graphs like in Figure 3. The
first two parameters determine the step size δ and the ter-
mination accuracy . The third parameter is optional and
can be used to print the final strength values to the console.
However, arguments and their strength values can also be
accessed programmatically from the BAG object.
More file and programming examples can be found
in Attractor/files and Attractor/examples. In particular,
the code example NMR2018StockExampleComparison.java
shows how to compute and plot solutions for all models in
Attractor in order to compare the different semantics.
Implementing new Models and Algorithms
New implementations of continuous models should be
derived from the abstract class AbstractDynamicArgu-
mentationSystem that can be found in the package
edu.cs.ai.weightedArgumentation.dynamicalSystems. The
package already contains implementations of the quadratic
energy model and the continuized models that we discussed
before. AbstractDynamicArgumentationSystem already pro-
vides most of the functionality, the programmer just has
to implement the abstract methods computeDerivativeAt
that basically implements the differential equations and the
method getName that just returns the name of the model (this
is used, for example, when creating plots). Figure 10 shows
the implementation of the continuous Euler-based model.
The code in Figure 10 is a straightforward translation of the
derivatives given in Equation 4 into Java code. As the code
demonstrates, preinitialized arrays can be used to access ar-
guments and their supporters and attackers efficiently. All
implementations of AbstractDynamicArgumentationSystem
can be used exactly as demonstrated in Figure 9. In particu-
lar, different approximators can be selected. Currently, there
are implementations of RK4, Euler’s method and a ploting
variant of RK4. New algorithms should be derived from the
abstract class AbstractIterativeApproximator and can then
be selected analogously.
Evaluating Models and Algorithms
Utility classes for evaluating models and algorithms can be
found in the package edu.cs.ai.weightedArgumentation.util.
The class RandomBagGenerator contains the random gen-
erator used for creating the BAGs for the benchmark from
4
http://www.jfree.org/jfreechart/
Figure 10: Implementation of Continuous Euler-based
Model.
Figure 11: Generating a single random BAG (top) or a batch
of random BAGs (bottom) in Attractor.
(Potyka 2018a). The original benchmark can be downloaded
from the link given in the footnote5. Figure 11 shows how
to create a single BAG of size 100 at the top and how to
create a batch of BAGs of different sizes at the bottom.
The arguments for the method createRandomBagFiles al-
low configuring the basic size (100), the number of incre-
ments of the size (30) and the number of trials for each
size (100). In the example in Figure 11, 100 graphs of size
100, 200, 300, . . . , 3000 each will be created and stored in
the local directory ’files/Benchmark’, each file starting with
the prefix ’bag’.
The class BenchmarkUtils can be used to run benchmarks
and to plot statistics for the evaluation similar to the eval-
uation in (Potyka 2018a). Figure 12 shows how to run
the benchmark files in a directory. The method runBench-
mark assumes that the given directory contains subdirecto-
ries. Each of these subdirectories contains BAGs of a fixed
size and the name of the directory is supposed to be the size.
The passed model will then be evaluated on all benchmark
5
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/326557254_
Weighted_Bipolar_Argumentation_Benchmark_KR2018
Figure 12: Running benchmarks in Attractor.
Figure 13: Runtime results for quadratic energy model
model on ConArg Barabasi benchmark.
files and the method stores minimum, mean and maximum
runtime for all sizes. Runtime results for individual files
are printed to the console. The statistics are plotted simul-
taneously as shown in Figure 13. In this case, we evalu-
ated the quadratic energy model on the Barabasi files from
the ConArg benchmark. Other implementations of the base
class AbstractDynamicArgumentationSystem can be evalu-
ated analogously. Let us note that the ConArg bench-
mark does not contain weights and supports. By default, all
weights will be set to 0.5. In order to evaluate new models
on BAGs with supports, the benchmark from (Potyka 2018a)
can be used or new benchmarks can be generated using the
class RandomBagGenerator.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
Continuous dynamical systems are an alternative to discrete
models that may give stronger convergence guarantees for
cyclic BAGs in the future. Analyzing the general conver-
gence behaviour is difficult and there are no general conver-
gence guarantees currently. However, experiments show that
continuous models converge in many cyclic BAGs and do
so quickly. There are also interesting relationships between
continuous and discrete models. For acyclic BAGs, equilib-
rium states are guaranteed to exist and can be computed by a
discrete iteration scheme. This is computationally advanta-
geous because it gives us a linear runtime guarantee. While
continuous models converge superlinearly, they converged
subquadratically in all previous experiments and the ability
to plot the continuous evolution of strength values may be
interesting to improve the explainability of the final strength
values even for acyclic graphs. Existing discrete models can
be transformed to continuous iteration schemes and contin-
uous differentiability of the update formula is a sufficient
condition for some basic guarantees.
In order to simplify the use of continuous models, Attrac-
tor provides basic implementations of the ideas discussed
here and in (Potyka 2018a). For applications, it allows com-
puting solutions for weighted argumentation problems. For
further development, it allows deriving new models and al-
gorithms from base classes that already provide basic func-
tionality. In particular, utility functions can be used to eval-
uate new models and to compare them to existing models.
One main goal of future work is to advance the under-
standing of convergence conditions in cyclic BAGs. This in-
volves trying to prove convergence in general cyclic BAGs
or finding a counterexample. Furthermore, some empirical
studies on the applicability in decision support and the anal-
ysis of Twitter discussions similar to the work in (Baroni et
al. 2015; Rago et al. 2016; Alsinet et al. 2017) shall be con-
ducted. Developing a graphical user interface for Attractor
to simplify experiments will also be part of future work.
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